1) Draw an arrow to show where the
dash should go in the sentence.

Sarah is very good at cricket she
scored 120 runs in our last game.
2) Circle the past perfect verb in the
sentence.
All went quiet. The storm had passed over our
house without causing too much damage.

3) Complete with the subjunctive form.
If he ___ not so mean, he would help
me.
4) Complete with the past progressive
form of the verb in brackets.
1) The cat ___ (sleep) near the pond.
2) They ___ (argue) very loudly.
3) I ___ (relax) on the beach.

5) Match each word to its antonym.
brave
breakable
freezing

scorching
durable
cowardly

6) State what the underlined words are.
I found the missing piece of the puzzle under
the sofa.
a conjunction
a determiner
an adverbial
a pronoun

7) Rewrite so that the sentence begins
with the adverbial.

We sheltered from the rain in the
crowded hall.
8) Complete the sentence with an
appropriate preposition.
A cat came _____ my back garden.

9) Match each underlined word to the
correct word class.
He urgently needed a little help.

adjective

adverb

verb

noun

10) Which two sentences include a conjunction?
1) I will have some lunch if I feel better.
2) I won’t go swimming later.
3) I really enjoyed going out with my three
best friends at the weekend.
4) I like sausages, but I don’t like burgers.

11) Write the verbs in the past tense.
When Ben ___ (helps) his teacher, she ___
(gives) him a sticker.

12) Write down the relative pronoun from
each of the sentences.
1) Children who do their homework often
do well.
2) I saw the dog which ate my cake.
3) Whoever is at the door wants to speak
to you.

13) Circle all the determiners and write
down the possessive pronoun.
I don’t have any clean socks in my drawer.
Can I borrow a pair of yours?

14) Put a comma in the correct place in the
sentence.
Although it was raining we still wanted to
play golf.

15) Complete with a possessive pronoun.
Those sweets are ___.
16) Match each group of words with the term that
describes them.
1) who lives in the same road as me
2) that
3) the heavy clay tiles on the roof
4) although he was tired

noun phrase
relative pronoun

subordinate clause
relative clause

17) Which sentence is the active form of the passive
sentence below?
The garden was hidden by a thick blanket of snow.
1) Because of the thick snow, the garden was hidden.
2) The garden was hidden from view due to the snow.
3) A thick blanket of snow hid the garden.
4) The garden was hidden because it snowed all night.

18) Circle the adverb in the sentence.

Liz looked around but she couldn’t find her
glasses.

19) What has been underlined in this
sentence?
Ellie found a few small pebbles in the
stream.
a relative clause
a subordinate clause

a noun phrase
an adverbial

20) Rewrite the sentence into the active voice.
The present was opened by Rachel.

21) Which sentence is the active form of the
sentence below?
The money was all spent by Liz.

1) Liz saved all the money.
2) Liz spent all the money.
3) Because she was careless, Liz spent all the money.
4) Liz was active in spending the money.

22) Circle the two words which show the
tense in the sentence.
They went to the theme park – the car
journey home was difficult.

23) Circle the abstract noun in each sentence.
1) If you see Aunt Tina, send her my love.
2) Because Claire worked hard, she made
great progress.
3) Embarrassment filled me, and I turned
bright red.

24) Insert a semi-colon into the correct
place in the sentence.
There are Roman ruins near our village they
are being excavated next week.

25) Identify whether the underlined clause in
each sentence is a main clause or a subordinate
clause.
1) The school, which has three playing fields,
opened in 1967.
2) Although I had cycled to school, I still had
the energy for my lessons.
3) We will be proud if we try our best.
26) Circle the conjunction in each of the sentences.

1) The children had not read the book, yet they knew
the story off by heart.
2) Keep your hat on until the rain has stopped.

27) Circle the two conjunctions in the
sentence.
The passengers moved to get out, but the
pilot held up his hand and they stood still.
28) Which word correctly completes the
sentence?
The child ___ story won the competition had
worked hard.
whom

whose

who’s

which

29) Circle the possessive pronoun.
Jake’s sandwiches look delicious. They
always look tastier than mine.

30) Circle the relative pronoun in the
sentence.
I have an uncle whose cat annoys me.

31) Rearrange the words in the question to
make it a statement.
Is this your coat?
32) Which three sentences are commands?
1) When the cakes are cooked, try one.
2) Because it’s cold today, keep the door shut.
3) I’d appreciate it if you could help me pick
these plums.
4) After lunch, invite Max to your party.
5) The questions that you must complete are on
the board.

33) Complete each sentence with the past
progressive form of the word in brackets.
1) Tom ___ (camp) in a forest near here.
2) A group of friends ___ (stay) in a cottage
by the coast.
34) Match each underlined word to the
correct word class.
The excited child chattered constantly.
adverb

verb

adjective

noun

35) Write the present perfect form of the
verbs to complete each sentence.
1) She ___ (dance) on stage at every
performance.
2) He ___ (post) a birthday card.
3) I ___ (walk) to school every day.
36) In the sentence what type of word is ‘during’?
Lucy sat opposite me during maths.
a determiner
a preposition

a conjunction
a verb

